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Your parents leave you too soon and your kids and spouse come along late, but 
your siblings know you when you are in your most inchoate form. Assuming you 
all reach a ripe old age, they’ll be with you until the very end, and for that reason, 
there is an intimacy and a familiarity that can’t possibly be available to you in any 
other relationship throughout your life.

Jeffrey Kluger — The Sibling Effect
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Foreword
The Wind in the Underground was birthed in Sydney at the Old Fitz Theatre in 
2017 in a program entitled the “New Fitz”. As part of this program playwright 
Sam O’Sullivan was commissioned to write a one-act Australian play in 
response to Doubt by John Patrick Shanley. Doubt and the new play would later 
be presented together. I joined the “New Fitz” program as a resident director. 
Before long Sam and I were having our first coffee. 

The Wind in the Underground was a year in the making, which included 
mounted productions of three different versions of the script. It took its final 
form in 2018 where it was fittingly performed at the State Theatre of Western 
Australia. Five members of our team (who now live in Sydney) grew up in Perth, 
hence the WA setting of the play is an aspect we have a shared connection with. 
I believe “home” to be the fifth character in this play, which we watch evolve 
alongside the siblings who have lived within it. Although place-specific the 
story is universal, illustrating maturing families and the inevitable act of one day 
saying goodbye to the first place we called home. 

Even after a hugely successful debut season at the Old Fitz Theatre, Sam 
continued expanding and refining his story with a determination that I am 
thankful for. I would also like to thank the original team; Michael Abercromby, 
Rowan Davie, Whitney Richards, Bishanyia Vincent and Clemmie Williams, 
who all stayed with us throughout the journey. This is an enormous feat in 
independent theatre and involved countless volunteered hours. The quality of 
the final product is a result of this collaborative effort. Finally, a huge thank you 
to Red Line Productions at the Old Fitz Theatre for commissioning the work 
and continuing to support us all throughout all three productions. Sadly 2017 
was the only year of the New Fitz program as it was later unfunded. I hope to 
see other companies and funding bodies following the example of the New Fitz 
program in the future.

Lucy Clements
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Notes
Characters

ANDREA

MITCHELL

CLAIRE

SIMON

The actors playing ANDREA, MITCHELL, CLAIRE and SIMON play the adult 
and child versions of their character.

Bold dialogue indicates the child.

Normal dialogue indicates the adult.

Transitions between scenes should be instantaneous.

A “ / “ indicates that the next character starts speaking.

(Lines in brackets) can be spoken softly or muttered.
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The Wind in the Underground 

PROLOGUE
CLAIRE enters wearing a large, well-worn, backpack.

CLAIRE  [Slowly] The front door. The hallway cupboard. The bathroom 
cabinet. The sliding door out the back. The fly screen being 
raked by one of the dogs. The cicadas in the summer. The 
wind chimes in winter. The side door catching even though it’s 
unlocked. The pool fence. The piano. The coo-ee of some local 
kid calling down the valley. The front door …

Beat. SIMON appears.

  Simon?

Pause.

 Simon.

ONE
SIMON  I live in a house with my Mum and my Dad and sisters 

and my brother.

ANDREA  It’s a big house. It’s old.

MITCHELL  There’s bush around it. And a creek and cliffs. And heaps 
of places to run around and hide and play.

SIMON  My biggest sister is Andrea. She’s really smart and she 
looks after us when Mum and Dad have to work.
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MITCHELL  I’m the oldest boy. The first-born son. 

ANDREA  That’s not a thing anymore.

MITCHELL  (Yes, it is.)

SIMON  My oldest brother is Mitchell, he’s the oldest boy.

MITCHELL  See?

ANDREA  He doesn’t mean it the way you mean it. He’s four.

SIMON  Five! 

ANDREA  Four. 

SIMON  Five!

ANDREA  Really?

SIMON  Yes! We had a party. 

ANDREA  You sure?

CLAIRE  Mum played the piano. 

MITCHELL  There’s also Claire.

SIMON  She’s older than me but not the others. She can be quiet 
sometimes but other times she’s fun.

CLAIRE  Sometimes it’s nice / to be quiet

SIMON It’s boring! 

ANDREA She’s thinking.

SIMON  She’s always thinking.

MITCHELL  Sulking. 

ANDREA  Mitch.

SIMON  It does make her the best hider, though.
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ANDREA  When Mum and Dad are out and I have to look after 
everyone, we mainly play / games.

SIMON  Hide and Seek! 

ANDREA  Hide / and — yep.

MITCHELL  You have to stay this side of the creek though. And you 
can’t go past the tool shed on that side and you can’t go 
on to Mr Bishop’s property.

ANDREA  He’s the old man that lives next door. 

SIMON He wants to kill our sheep.

ANDREA  He doesn’t want to kill our sheep — we have two sheep. I 
don’t know why.

SIMON  They eat the grass! 

MITCHELL  They’re fat. 

ANDREA  They’re pretty fat.

SIMON  Claire never gets found because she finds a quiet spot and 
she’ll just sit there, just being quiet and you never find her.

CLAIRE  I like being quiet. That’s all. 

ANDREA  Who’s It?

SIMON  Claire!

CLAIRE  What? When did that happen? Why? 

MITCHELL  Because no one can ever find you. 

CLAIRE  That’s your problem.

MITCHELL  Spaz.

ANDREA  That’s not a word, Mitchell. 

MITCHELL  Yes it is. Spaz.
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CLAIRE  Don’t call me that. 

ANDREA  Mitch.

MITCH  Mi-itch.

SIMON  Bags not It!

ANDREA and MITCHELL both quickly cross their index 
fingers, making an X, indicating that they are also not It.

CLAIRE  Ugh. I’ll be It. It’s fine. 

SIMON  You can’t count here though. 

CLAIRE  Why not?

SIMON  You have to go away.

MITCHELL  She knows you’re going to hide in the house now, Simon.

SIMON  No, I’m not!  

MITCHELL  Yes, you are.

SIMON  Not! She just has to go away. 

CLAIRE  Why?

SIMON  So you can come back. 

CLAIRE  What?

SIMON  You have to go away so you can come back.

Pause.

CLAIRE takes off her backpack and leaves it on the ground. 
SIMON walks to it and puts it on over the next few lines.

  Count to a million. And don’t cheat by looking out 
the window!
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CLAIRE removes herself from the others. She covers her 
eyes and prepares to count. She stays on stage throughout 
the next scene.

CLAIRE  Ready? 

ANDREA/
MITCHELL  Ready. 

SIMON  Go!

TWO
SIMON has the backpack on. ANDREA rushes to him 
and hugs him.

ANDREA  Look at this guy! Look at him! 

SIMON  I can’t.

ANDREA  Look at you.

SIMON  Alright.

ANDREA  You little shit. 

SIMON  Um-mah! Language. 

ANDREA  Where are your shoes? 

SIMON  Sold them for crack. 

ANDREA  I could just —

SIMON  What?

ANDREA I don’t know. Eat your stupid face.

SIMON  Don’t.  
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ANDREA  Come here.

She hugs him again. The conversation continues with 
ANDREA holding SIMON.

SIMON  Hey, Mitch. 

MITCHELL  Hey, mate.

SIMON  You want to get in on any of this? 

MITCHELL  I’m good, mate.

SIMON  No face eating?

MITCHELL  No.

MITCHELL offers a handshake. 

SIMON  Oh. How do you do, sir? 

SIMON turns it into a hug.

 Nothing changes, does it?

MITCHELL  Mm.

SIMON  Where’s Claire?

ANDREA  On her way. Where are your shoes? 

SIMON  Customs took them. They were wood. 

ANDREA  Wood?

SIMON  Clogs.

ANDREA  Wooden — I can’t tell if he’s joking or not. 

SIMON How long’s the pool been empty?

MITCHELL  It’s a lot for Claire to manage. 

SIMON Right.
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ANDREA  We get up here as much as we can.

SIMON  Sure. The garden on the way in. That looks good.

MITCHELL  Dad makes sure we do that. 

ANDREA  Yeah.

SIMON  You look — 

ANDREA  I’m tired.

SIMON  I bet. How’s the family? 

ANDREA  You have a new niece.

SIMON  I know, right! I got her something. Look. 

ANDREA  What?

SIMON Here.

SIMON opens his backpack and pulls out a crumpled tea 
towel with a few members of the British Royal Family 
badly drawn on it.

  Ah. It’s a bit — 

ANDREA  Oh. Simon. 

SIMON  Yeah.

ANDREA  The obligatory “I’ve been to London” gift. 

SIMON  Well, you know. I thought she’d like it. 

ANDREA  Thank you, Simon. She’ll love it. Eventually. 

MITCHELL  Very original, mate.

SIMON  Thanks, Mitch. Got something for you too.

MITCHELL  Really? 
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SIMON  Yeah. Here.

SIMON reaches into his bag but then ‘pulls out’ his 
middle finger.

  Oh! 

MITCHELL  Thanks.

SIMON  Don’t mention, man. It was super cheap. 

MITCHELL  You’re a dickhead.

ANDREA  Mitchell. 

SIMON  Um-mah. 

MITCHELL  He — !

SIMON  Mitchell. Temper.

ANDREA  Simon.

SIMON  I didn’t / do anything.

ANDREA  Yes, you did. (Put your finger away).

SIMON  (Oh, sorry). Sorry, Mitch. I didn’t realise you’d grown out 
of those.

MITCHELL  We all should have by now.

SIMON  But she’s good? Ten fingers? Ten toes? 

ANDREA  Two heads.

SIMON  Aw.

ANDREA  It’s fine. We think one’ll eat the other by the time she’s three.

SIMON  Ah yes, science. [to MITCHELL] You look like shit, by 
the way.
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MITCHELL  Don’t, man.

SIMON  Beer on your cornflakes? 

MITCHELL  Fuck off.

ANDREA  Language.

SIMON  [Exiting] Am I in my room? 

ANDREA  No. Mitch’s.

SIMON  What? Why?

MITCHELL  Your room’s being painted.

SIMON  [off] What? [Sees his room] Aw, no! 

MITCHELL  It had to be done.

SIMON  [off] Don’t touch my room! I don’t recognise it! What 
the fuck!

ANDREA  Language!

SIMON  [off] No, come on. Why’s it yellow?

SIMON re-enters.

MITCHELL  That’s ‘straw’.

SIMON  It’s vomit. Who picked that? 

MITCHELL  I did.

SIMON  It’s my room. Don’t touch my shit.

MITCHELL  Don’t — 

SIMON  What?

MITCHELL  That’s the original colour.

SIMON  No, it’s not.
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MITCHELL  It was that colour when we moved in. 

SIMON  It was never that colour.

MITCHELL  You’re too young to / remember moving into this house.

SIMON  Don’t play the age card. / My room was never fucking ‘Straw’.

ANDREA  Oh my god! Really? 

MITCHELL  You can’t remember.

SIMON  The capital of Vanuatu is Port Villa. The biggest spider in the 
world is the Goliath Bird-Eating Tarantula. And the distance 
between Earth and Mars / is 225 million kilometres.

ANDREA  What’s your point?

SIMON  That I have an impeccable memory for useless facts and 
that room was never ‘straw’.

ANDREA  Well, that’s settled.

SIMON  Plus, it’s only half done. If you’re going to start something, 
finish it, Mitchell.

MITCHELL  You’re right — Nothing / fucking changes. 

ANDREA  That is extremely rich coming from you, Simon. 

MITCHELL  This place is a lot of work, mate. We have jobs.

SIMON  I’ve had jobs.

ANDREA  That is the original colour.

SIMON  No it isn’t. Both of your memories are fried because 
you’re old.

MITCHELL  You done?

SIMON  It didn’t even need to be painted.
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MITCHELL  Yes it did. And there were about a hundred holes in the 
walls / that needed patching as well, but I did those so you 
can thank me later.

SIMON  Not my holes too! 

Pause. SIMON is smiling. 

MITCHELL  What?

SIMON  That didn’t take long, did it?

ANDREA  Mm. 

SIMON  Man …

ANDREA  You’ll get over it.

SIMON  Sunrise. Sunset. Time just marches on. Coming ready or 
not, isn’t it?

MITCHELL  You’ll get over it.

SIMON  Any other bombshells / you want to drop. 

ANDREA  You’re adopted.

SIMON  I know that. I need a drink.

SIMON exits.

ANDREA  I’d love one. 

MITCHELL  Sure.
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THREE
Darkness. CLAIRE is counting as if she is still going from 
Scene One.

As soon as they hear her, ANDREA, MITCHELL and 
SIMON hide in different places in the theatre, possibly in 
the audience.

CLAIRE  Nine hundred and ninety nine thousand nine hundred 
and ninety eight!

Beat.

  Nine hundred and ninety nine thousand nine hundred 
and ninety nine! A million!

CLAIRE removes her hands from her eyes and turns on a 
torch to search for her siblings.

She hears a noise. She shines the torch in its direction but 
finds nothing.

Silence. She keeps searching. Another noise.

  Simon?

SIMON is quite some distance from CLAIRE, but makes a 
run for it anyway. She shines the light on him.

  Simon! Mr Bishop’s is out of bounds! 

SIMON  No it isn’t!

SIMON is gone.

CLAIRE  Simon!

Silence.

MITCHELL has snuck up behind CLAIRE.
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MITCHELL  Boo!

CLAIRE lets out a shriek and drops the torch. MITCHELL 
runs away laughing.

CLAIRE  Mitchell! 

MITCHELL  Didn’t get me! 

She recovers the torch.

CLAIRE That’s not the point of the game, Mitchell.

MITCHELL  Whatever!

Silence.

Eventually, ANDREA makes a noise. CLAIRE moves 
towards it.

CLAIRE  Simon? Simon, I got you.

Beat. SIMON speaks from a different part of the theatre.

SIMON  [unseen] No you didn’t! 

CLAIRE  I did.

SIMON  [unseen] Didn’t.

CLAIRE  And you can’t go on Mr Bishop’s property anyway. 

SIMON  [unseen] I wasn’t playing yet.

CLAIRE  Yes, you were!

ANDREA has snuck up behind CLAIRE. CLAIRE 
quickly turns.

ANDREA  / Boo! 

CLAIRE  Got you!

ANDREA  Ah, bugger. My eyes. 
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CLAIRE  Got you.

ANDREA  Yeah. Yeah. Well done. 

SIMON  I’m playing now though.

CLAIRE  You’ve been playing the whole time.

SIMON  Haven’t.

CLAIRE  You have, Simon. Whether you like it or not.

SIMON  Haven’t.

ANDREA  Simon. You get one life. But you’re playing for real now. Ok?

SIMON  Ok.

MITCHELL I get a life too then. 

ANDREA  No you don’t.

MITCHELL  Why?

ANDREA  Because you’re older. 

MITCHELL  That’s bull —

CLAIRE shines the light on MITCHELL.

CLAIRE  Got you.

MITCHELL  That doesn’t count.

ANDREA  Yes, it does. That was your life. Happy?

MITCHELL ducks back down.

MITCHELL  (Pile of bullshit. Stupid … )

ANDREA and CLAIRE laugh. CLAIRE hands ANDREA 
another torch.

CLAIRE  Here. Mitchell’s not trying to win anyway. He just wants to 
scare us.
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ANDREA  I know. I know. Here. Stand like this.

ANDREA moves so CLAIRE and her are back to back. They 
move as one, shining their torches in opposite directions.

  This’ll work. 

CLAIRE  Cool.

The search for a moment.

  [quietly, more to herself] You watch my back. I’ll 
watch yours.

ANDREA  What?

Beat.

CLAIRE  We should go back up to the house after this game. 

ANDREA  Sh.

They hear a noise.

Beat. Nothing.

 One more after this, I reckon. 

CLAIRE  It’s pretty late.

ANDREA  I know. But we should probably play one more game.

CLAIRE  Ok.

Beat.

ANDREA  It’s just a game. 

CLAIRE  I know.

ANDREA  You ok?

CLAIRE  Yeah. Just … before. 
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ANDREA  What about it? 

CLAIRE  Mum threw a plate.

ANDREA  Parents throw things sometimes. 

CLAIRE  Do they?

ANDREA  Sure. 

CLAIRE  Why? 

Beat.

ANDREA  Don’t know.

ANDREA smiles. CLAIRE smiles back. 

  Hey. You watch my back? 

Beat.

CLAIRE  And I’ll watch yours.

ANDREA  Deal.

MITCHELL is sneaking up on ANDREA, because she is looking 
at CLAIRE. CLAIRE sees him and shines her torches on him.

MITCHELL  / Boo! 

CLAIRE  Got you!

MITCHELL  [shielding his eyes] Ah, fuck it.

ANDREA  Language, Mitchell.  

CLAIRE  Yeah.

MITCHELL  Get the light out of my face.

CLAIRE  We got you.

MITCHELL  Yeah. I know. Whatever. 
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FOUR
SIMON  [off] So, we’re painting rooms now? 

MITCHELL  Huh?

SIMON  [off] Well, I’m not trying to start a fight but …

SIMON enters with bottles of beer.

  We’re painting rooms.

Beat.

ANDREA  Yeah. 

SIMON  Yeah.

MITCHELL  Right, ok. Look —

SIMON  It looks lovely, by the way. The painted bits, at least.

MITCHELL  Thank you. 

SIMON  Yay. Straw. 

MITCHELL  Thanks. 

SIMON  But —

MITCHELL  It needed to be done.

SIMON  You’ve said that. There’s a lot that needs to be done. It’s 
a big old house that’s falling apart. But what does Claire 
think we’re doing? Upkeep or …

ANDREA  We thought it’d be better if we were all here in person to 
break the news to Claire.

SIMON  Discuss with Claire — is what you guys originally said.

MITCHELL  Ok. 
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SIMON  Discuss.

ANDREA  That is what we said.

SIMON  I don’t want to turn this into an argument over 
semantics but —

ANDREA  But at the same time, we need to get the ball rolling.

SIMON  I feel like a prick springing it on her like this. 

MITCHELL  No one’s springing anything.

SIMON  Nothing’s set in stone? 

ANDREA  No.

SIMON  Right. 

MITCHELL  Exactly.

SIMON  So, why are we painting rooms?

Beat. MITCHELL takes a breath. Looks at ANDREA.

  You said in your last email that it would be good if I was 
here in person to discuss it.

MITCHELL  Right.

SIMON  So it’s a conversation. 

MITCHELL  Jesus, mate.

SIMON  I want to be clear, that’s all. Two sides with an equal right / 
to state their case.

ANDREA  We know what a conversation is, Simon. This isn’t about 
taking sides.

SIMON  I don’t think Claire is going to like what you’re proposing.

ANDREA  True.
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SIMON  Sounds like sides, to me.

MITCHELL  She’ll be fine. It’s a — This is a logical step.

SIMON  It’ll be an adjustment for her — And there you go, you just 
spoke about it like it was definitely happening.

MITCHELL No I didn’t. I mean ‘if ’ — Don’t — I’ve made my position 
clear. We all know how I feel about selling this house.

SIMON  Ok.

MITCHELL I think it’s time.

SIMON  Ok. But you need to be prepared, both of you, for Claire, 
or I, to take a different position.

MITCHELL  I am. 

ANDREA  We are. 

SIMON  You sure? 

MITCHELL  Mate —

SIMON  You might not get your way.

ANDREA  / Simon. 

MITCHELL  Stop it.

SIMON  She moved back into this house to look after Dad and the 
two of / them are close.

MITCHELL  How do / you know what —

ANDREA  Alright. Alright. Both of you take a breath. (Jesus, Mary 
and Joseph)

MITCHELL drinks.

SIMON  Breathe, Mitchell. 

MITCHELL  Mm.
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Beat.

SIMON  It’s nice to see you. 

MITCHELL  How long you been back? 

SIMON  Five minutes.

MITCHELL  Feels longer.

SIMON  Aww.

Pause.

ANDREA  Where was your favourite place?

Pause. MITCHELL gets up. SIMON keeps an eye on him. 

  Your trip, Simon. Where was your / favourite — 

SIMON  Ireland.

ANDREA  Care to elaborate?

SIMON  Denmark, too. And parts of Germany. Latvia — Greece 
was ehhh — France.

 Oo. Worked on a vineyard for a bit down in Bordeaux. One 
of those job things you guys are always going on about.

MITCHELL  Resident drunk? 

SIMON  Cellar hand, but yeah. 

ANDREA  Learn any French?

SIMON  [confidently indicates ‘a little bit’] Je ne comprends pas.

CLAIRE has entered.

SIMON stands when he sees her.

  Hey.
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Beat.

ANDREA  Our adopted brother.

SIMON  (Don’t.)

Pause.

SIMON goes to her and they hug.

  Let me guess, you were completely fucking inconsolable 
the whole fucking time I was away.

ANDREA Language. 

SIMON  Um-mah.

CLAIRE  No. Didn’t care, actually. 

SIMON  Bullshit.

ANDREA  Lang — (ah, fuck it.)

CLAIRE  Hardly noticed you were gone.

They finish their hug but SIMON holds on to her. Beat.

MITCHELL  Don’t they allow the use of phones on Kon Tiki Tours?

SIMON  I wasn’t on a Kon Tiki Tour! / Don’t insult me. 

MITCHELL  Well, it’s not like you called.

SIMON  I called.

ANDREA  We were worried.

SIMON  Oh. Yeah. I’m sure he / was beside himself. 

MITCHELL  I had to hear about it. From these two. / That was pretty 
annoying.

SIMON  Poor baby. [to ANDREA] I Skyped you. / What are you 
talking about?
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ANDREA  After four months. We can talk about this now that we’re all here.

SIMON  Can I say ‘Hi’ to my sister, please?

MITCHELL  You should have said a proper goodbye in the first place.

SIMON Its called being spontaneous. I was grabbing life by the balls.

ANDREA  Hmmm.

SIMON  What? Don’t just make noises. Use your words. What’s ‘hmmm’?

ANDREA  It’s ‘hmmm’.

MITCHELL  I had to find out from Mum. 

SIMON  How’d Mum find out?

ANDREA  From me.

SIMON  You’re talking to Mum? 

ANDREA  Yes.

SIMON  Since when?

ANDREA  You should call her. 

SIMON  Are we all talking to Mum? 

CLAIRE /Not really.

MITCHELL  Yes.

Beat.

SIMON  Good. That’s clear.

MITCHELL  You should call her. Both of you. 

SIMON  I left Claire a note before I went.

CLAIRE  “I’m just going outside and may be some time”? 

SIMON  Lawrence Oates. Famous pilgrim.
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ANDREA  How were we supposed to know that meant, “I’m going to 
fuck my way around Europe for 12 months”?

SIMON  Thank you for assuming I got action / while I was away.

ANDREA  Not the point, Simon.

SIMON  I’m back, aren’t I? That’s the point.

CLAIRE  Is it?

ANDREA  You dropped off the face of the planet for four months. You 
called me from London, talked about maybe doing some walk 
in Spain —

SIMON  The Comino. Read a book.

ANDREA — and then nothing for four months, followed by a 
postcard — a postcard … from Zanzibar.

Beat.

SIMON  Hi Claire. 

CLAIRE  Hello, Simon. 

ANDREA  Africa, Simon!

SIMON  I know where Zanzibar is, Andrea.

MITCHELL  It was pretty irresponsible, mate. 

SIMON  I’m sorry, but first of all I’ll say this …

 People seriously underestimate the Tanzanian postal service.

CLAIRE  (You’re such a dickhead.)

SIMON  And, listen. Twenty years ago, it would have been perfectly 
acceptable to just … you know? My tutor at Uni, he told 
me when he was younger he went travelling through South 
America and didn’t talk to his parents for a year.

 A whole year!
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ANDREA  When was that? 1960?

SIMON  19 — I don’t know. About then — Sure. 

ANDREA  The world’s changed, Simon.

SIMON  Exactly. It’s got smaller, we’re all / connected with 
technology now. iPhones and Tindr and Ashley Madison —

ANDREA  This is not an opportunity for you to go off on some 
Cultural Studies / diatribe —

SIMON  The first stage of a pilgrimage is ‘separation’! It comes with 
the territory.

MITCHELL  [exiting] Anyone else want a drink? Andrea/

CLAIRE  No.

SIMON  We’re all part of established systems, right? Society. The work 
place. And in order to gain perspective and insight and create 
meaningful change in ourselves and in the world around us, 
one needs to ‘separate’ from that system for a time —

CLAIRE  Gee, thanks.

SIMON  It’s natural. It’s part of the human experience. 

MITCHELL  [off, cough] Tosser!

SIMON  We all do it. And then you come back. [to CLAIRE] That’s 
the bit Oates forgot.

MITCHELL re-enters with another drink.

ANDREA  So your way is to worry your family sick. 

SIMON  I didn’t mean to. The Comino — Tanzania thing, there 
were other contributing factors.

ANDREA  Like what? 

SIMON  Aw …
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ANDREA  Like what?

SIMON  Like a girl, alright?

ANDREA laughs at him.

  Stop it! I feel about four-years-old right now. 

ANDREA  Good.

SIMON  You know who you’re being like.

ANDREA  I’m aware of my behaviour since I had children, yes.

SIMON  [Irish Accent] “All women become like their mothers. That 
is their tragedy.”

ANDREA  Mm.

SIMON  “No man does, and that is his.”

MITCHELL  You should call her. 

SIMON  Tanzania Girl? No. Disaster. 

MITCHELL  Mum.

SIMON  I will if you tell me who I just quoted.

MITCHELL  /I don’t care.

ANDREA  You should, Simon. Call her. 

SIMON  It’s an easy one.

ANDREA  Simon.

SIMON looks at CLAIRE. 

SIMON  Yeah. Yeah, fine. 

Beat.

  Maybe.
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FIVE
MITCHELL  Muuuuuuuuu / uuuuuum! 

SIMON  Muuuuuu / uuuuum!

ANDREA  Muuum!

CLAIRE  Mum! 

MITCH Mum! 

ANDREA  Mum!

MITCHELL  Watch / this! 

ANDREA  Watch this! 

SIMON  Watch me!

ANDREA  Ready?

MITCHELL  Time us! Make sure no one cheats. 

ANDREA  Ready?

SIMON  Don’t cheat.

MITCHELL  Ready? 

SIMON  Watch, Mum!

CLAIRE  She’s watching, Simon.

MITCHELL  Ready. 

ANDREA  Set. 

SIMON  Go!

They all duck down, close their eyes and hold their breath. 
They are underwater.
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SIMON opens his eyes. He looks at the others. He closes 
his eyes again and tries to stay under. He can’t. He quickly 
stands up, takes another breath and goes back down.

CLAIRE opens her eyes. She’s out of breath. She stands up. 
Sees that her siblings are still under, smiles.

She looks to her mother.

CLAIRE  Mum?

Pause.

ANDREA  The front door. 

MITCHELL  The hallway cupboard. 

SIMON  The bathroom cabinet. 

CLAIRE  Mum.

The others come up at almost exactly the same time.

MITCHELL  Beat you.

ANDREA  What are you talking about? 

MITCHELL  I beat you.

ANDREA  /You were already up.

SIMON  I beat both of you.

MITCHELL  You were standing right there.

ANDREA  I just / came up. 

MITCHELL  I just came up. 

SIMON  I beat both of you.

ANDREA  You took a breath half way through, Simon.

SIMON  Didn’t.
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ANDREA  Yes, you did. 

SIMON  Didn’t!

ANDREA  Ok, fine. Simon wins.

ANDREA exits.

MITCHELL  What! Bullshit.

ANDREA  Get over it, Mitch. And don’t swear. 

MITCHELL  Well stop cheating.

SIMON  Um-mah.

MITCHELL exits.

ANDREA  I’m not cheating. Just let Simon win. 

MITCHELL  No! Mum!

ANDREA  Uh! Shut up.

CLAIRE and SIMON are looking towards their Mother. 
SIMON turns to CLAIRE.

Silence.

SIMON  Mum’s crying. 

CLAIRE  Yeah.

Beat.

SIMON  [whisper] I took a breath.

CLAIRE smiles at him.

They jump back in the water.
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SIX
SIMON  Where were you?

Beat.

CLAIRE  With Dad. 

SIMON  Sure.

CLAIRE  Where else? Work — Dad — Home. Work — Dad — Home. 

SIMON  So your social life sounds [thumbs up].

CLAIRE  Oh, yeah, I’ve been … going to raves, casually hooking up 
with strangers, just —

SIMON  Droppin’ pingers? 

CLAIRE  Yeah.

SIMON  Sounds dope.

CLAIRE  Oh, yeah. ‘Dope’. 

SIMON  Got a boyfriend?

CLAIRE  Yes, actually. His name’s Javier. He’s a part time model and 
also looks after the pool.

SIMON  Hmm …

CLAIRE  Yeah. I know. But he’s super sweet. 

SIMON  The pretty one’s always are.

Beat.

  The place looks good. 

CLAIRE  No it doesn’t.

SIMON  No it doesn’t.
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CLAIRE  But we’ll get it back to the way it’s supposed to be when 
we’ve got the time. Fix the veranda. The side door. Mitch 
has been coming up a lot. You see your room?

SIMON  I did.

CLAIRE  We could have it looking really great, if we all, you know 
… pitch in.

SIMON  Then what?

Pause.

CLAIRE  Remember what Dad used to say about up here, with the 
Freo Doctor?

SIMON shrugs.

  He said, it arrived at the same time everyday. Right on 
schedule. It blows in over the Indian Ocean and Dad used 
to say, it carried the whole world with it. You don’t have 
to move if you don’t want to because the whole world gets 
carried right to you. What do you think of that?

SIMON  It’s nice.

Pause.

  Are you Ok, Claire?

CLAIRE  He doesn’t really talk like that anymore. He has 
his moments, but then he gets confused. Don’t get 
embarrassed when it happens.

SIMON  Right.

CLAIRE  It’s the worst thing you can do. He’ll get paranoid. Shut 
down. It’s not fun. Don’t correct every little mistake he 
makes. Just let the little stuff go.

SIMON  Ok.
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ANDREA and MITCHELL re-enter. 

CLAIRE  When are you seeing him? 

SIMON  Tomorrow. First thing.

CLAIRE  Good. The place is nice. Dad likes it. He chose it. He’s the 
youngest there by a fair bit, I think. He’s got plans for the 
garden. They’ve got big … you know, grounds … [Irish 
accent] “Memory can be a right fucker sometimes”. That’s 
what a nurse said to me.

SIMON  She German? 

CLAIRE  No, Simon. 

SIMON  Dutch?

CLAIRE  Sorry, I don’t have an ear for accents like you. I’m not as 
well travelled.

SIMON  Maybe you should try it.

Beat.

CLAIRE  Mm.

ANDREA  A couple of weeks ago Dad was talking about the day we 
moved in here. How the truck got bogged in the driveway, 
in the rain. He even knew the names of the movers. Andy 
and Rick. Like they were old mates or something.

SIMON  That sounds alright.

ANDREA  And then other times he thinks I’m Mum.

Beat.

SIMON  Sure. 

CLAIRE  That only happened for a second.
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ANDREA  Just for a second. But it must be scary. Like a dream where 
everything’s familiar but nothing makes sense.

MITCHELL  That’s life, I guess.

Beat.

SIMON  How’s Jen? 

MITCHELL  [drinks] Mm. 

SIMON  What?

CLAIRE indicates to SIMON, “No”.

  What? 

CLAIRE  They … 

SIMON  No! 

CLAIRE  Yes. 

MITCHELL  Yeah.

SIMON  No. When? What happened?

MITCHELL  Months ago now. 

SIMON  What happened?

MITCHELL  What always happens.

SIMON  What’d you do? 

CLAIRE  Simon.

SIMON  /(Well … )

MITCHELL  I didn’t do anything. 

SIMON  So?

MITCHELL  We broke up. 
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SIMON  How?

MITCHELL  We … It’s what always happens. Isn’t it?

SIMON  What is?

MITCHELL  Two people are together for long enough, they break up.

SIMON  Do they? 

MITCHELL  Yes.

SIMON  That’s a profoundly depressing paradox. 

MITCHELL  Probably.

SIMON  It is.

MITCHELL  Well, sorry, I’m not quoting Nietzsche or whoever / to 
describe my break up for you.

SIMON  [correcting MITCHELL’s pronunciation but possibly 
mispronouncing it himself] It’s actually “Nietzsche”.

MITCHELL  “Shit happens”. How’s that? 

SIMON  Better.

MITCHELL  Good. We were comfortable — we — it was … we were 
just going through the motions. That’s what people say, 
isn’t it? There wasn’t any …

CLAIRE  It was familiar but it didn’t make sense.

MITCHELL  Sure. Like we knew each other but after a while we only knew 
a version of the other person, like we stopped … seeing … 
the real “each other”. Or some shit like that — I don’t know.

SIMON  The real each other. 

MITCHELL  I don’t know. 

Pause.
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ANDREA  I had dream the other night that I died. 

SIMON  For fuck’s sake!

ANDREA  No, no listen. Afterwards I was in this big, beautiful old 
bar. Classy. More like an old club or something and there 
was a party on. Like when you die you just go to this big, 
never-ending cocktail party in the sky and everyone I 
knew that had died was there, just hanging out, having 
these conversations. “Hey, what was Paris like in the 20s?” 
That sort of thing. And the thing was, no one was the age 
they should have been relative to me. They were all young. 
All twenties and thirties. Loving life. Familiar.

 But also impossible.

 And I walk in and for a while I’m just taking everyone in. 
And then this woman walks up to me … and she’s beautiful. 
In WAF Uniform. And it takes me a minute but then I 
realise … that it’s Grandma. Right? Mid-twenties. In the 
airforce. And she knows who I am, and I know who she is 
but it doesn’t take long before we’re just two women, in their 
twenties, chatting. I don’t know what about. It’s a dream. But 
it’s lovely. We get to know a whole new side of each other. 
Like if we weren’t family, we’d be friends. We’d actually like 
each other. The real each other. Huh? Genuinely.

Beat.

  And then out of nowhere, she sort of … she looks past me, 
over my shoulder, like someone’s just walked in and there’s 
this look in her eye … something that I’ve never seen 
before. Some kind of recognition. And she looks happy. 
Really happy. And vulnerable. And strong. And then 
before I know it she gently touches my hand and whispers, 
“excuse me, Andy” and she’s gone.

 Just …
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Silence.

CLAIRE  Then what?

ANDREA  Then I woke up to either Dan snoring or one of the kids 
poking me in the boob. Can’t remember.

They laugh.

MITCHELL  So much for cocktail parties in the sky. 

ANDREA  Tell me about it.

SIMON  How are they all?

ANDREA  Fine.

SIMON  I have to come meet the new one. 

ANDREA  Your niece’s name is Charlotte.

SIMON  I know. I bought her a tea towel. And the other one? How’s he?

ANDREA  Nate? 

SIMON  Sure.

ANDREA  He was really excited about being a big brother. Kept telling 
everyone we met. “I’m going to have a sister. I’m going to 
have a little sister”.

MITCHELL  Poor kid.

ANDREA  Exactly. Now the reality of the situation is starting to sink 
in… It’s a lot for a five year old.

SIMON  Is he five? 

ANDREA  Yes.

SIMON  Four. 

ANDREA  Five. 
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SIMON  Wow.

ANDREA  He does keep getting up in the night. Climbing into bed 
with me and Dan. And then Charlotte needs her feeding. 
Last night I put Nate back in his room and immediately he 
wet the bed.

SIMON  Was he in the bed when he did it? 

ANDREA  Yes, Simon.

SIMON  Because if he’s on the other side of the room, that’s different.

ANDREA  It’s not a conscious thing, he’s just reacting. Becoming a big 
sibling is traumatic.

SIMON  That’s a bit strong, isn’t it? 

MITCHELL  No.

SIMON  [to MITCHELL] Did you wet the bed from across the 
room when Claire was born?

MITCHELL  Not that I recall.

SIMON  Might not have been a conscious decision. 

MITCHELL  I didn’t, Simon.

SIMON  You did pee in a Super Soaker and shoot me with it once.

CLAIRE  Oh my god.

SIMON  Being the youngest isn’t exactly a picnic. 

MITCHELL  Come on!

SIMON  It’s not. Super Soaker. Full of wee.

MITCHELL  Maybe you should try being in the middle. See if that’s a 
picnic.

SIMON  We’re not talking about you anymore, Mitchell! 
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MITCHELL  They don’t call it — call it, what —

SIMON  Being / a knob?

CLAIRE  Middle child / syndrome.

MITCHELL  Middle child syndrome for nothing. Why do you think I went 
to live with Mum in year 12?

ANDREA  [quoting him] But you’re not the middle child, Mitchell, 
you’re the first born son.

SIMON laughs.

MITCHELL  Claire. Back me up. How much harder is it being in the middle?

CLAIRE  Well —

ANDREA  If we’d listened to you as kids, we constantly would have been 
starting fires.

MITCHELL  I’m serious.

ANDREA  So am I. Remember when the paddock went up? 

MITCHELL  Oh. One time. Don’t change the subject.

SIMON  That was huge. It came right up these trees. Bloody scary.

ANDREA  What started it? 

MITCHELL  Simon.

SIMON  Bull/shit!

MITCHELL  You did.

CLAIRE  We were throwing sparklers around on someone’s birthday. 
Writing our names with them and flinging them up as high 
as we could in the middle of summer. One of them went over 
the fence.

SIMON  Roast lamb. 
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ANDREA  Simon.

SIMON  They were fine.

CLAIRE  Dad let them out and had to round them up the next day 
when it was like, 45 degrees.

ANDREA  I don’t think two sheep constitutes a “round up”. 

SIMON  Ah! Mitch’s birthday is the only one in summer. 

MITCHELL  Thanks detective.

SIMON  Might have been a bit over excited. Flung a sparkler a bit high.

MITCHELL  That doesn’t prove anything.

CLAIRE  The fire brigade got called. I’m surprised he wasn’t fined 
or something.

ANDREA  They probably felt sorry for him. 

SIMON  Bunch of little pyros.

ANDREA  You should all have kids. It’s fucking wonderful.

They laugh. Pause.

CLAIRE  Maybe I will get / that drink.

MITCHELL  Claire.

Beat.

CLAIRE looks to each of her siblings. She knows what’s 
coming.

CLAIRE  What?

Beat.

 What?
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SEVEN
ANDREA  WHAT!

ANDREA leaps in fright. MITCHELL laughs.

MITCHELL  You shat yourself. 

ANDREA  Mitch.

CLAIRE  He was going to trip you.

ANDREA  You’re such a dick. 

MITCHELL  What! WHAT!

ANDREA  I thought there was a snake or something. 

CLAIRE  He was going to trip you.

MITCHELL  Shut up!

CLAIRE  You were.

MITCHELL  So what? It’s just a joke. 

ANDREA  You’re a dick, Mitchell. 

MITCHELL  Um-mah! Language.

SIMON  No one found me!

MITCHELL  She didn’t find anyone, Simon. She opened her eyes.

ANDREA  Dick. 

SIMON  Dick! 

CLAIRE  Simon. 

SIMON  Sorry.

CLAIRE  That’s not a nice word.

MITCHELL  Don’t tell him what to do. 
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SIMON  Sorry.

CLAIRE  It’s Ok. 

MITCHELL  Don’t. 

CLAIRE  Shut up.

MITCHELL  Not everything has to be nice all the time, Claire.

CLAIRE  You shouldn’t say that, that’s all. 

SIMON  Ok.

MITCHELL  Stuff isn’t nice all the time. Sometimes stuff ’s shit. 
Sometimes it sucks. Sometimes it’s fucking bullshit.

ANDREA  Don’t talk like that around Simon.

MITCHELL  You just were. It’s fucking, bloody, stupid, fucking bullshit.

SIMON  Bullshit!

ANDREA  Hey!

MITCHELL  Don’t! Don’t tell him what to say. He can say whatever 
he wants.

ANDREA  No he can’t. He’s a kid and he doesn’t know what he’s saying.

MITCHELL  Fuck off.

ANDREA  You’re an idiot. Come on, Simon.

MITCHELL  Stop ordering him around. You’re not Mum. 

ANDREA  I’m not trying to be Mum. You’re just being stupid so I’m 
taking Simon up to the house.

SIMON  She’s Mum ’til Mum gets back. 

MITCHELL  What?
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SIMON  Andrea’s Mum until Mum gets back.

MITCHELL  Mum’s not coming back. 

ANDREA  Fucking —

MITCHELL  What? She’s not!

ANDREA  I don’t believe you sometimes.

MITCHELL  Mum’s not coming back. Mum left. Mum’s gone. 

CLAIRE  Shut up!

MITCHELL  Make me, Spaz.

ANDREA  You’re a dickhead, Mitch. 

MITCHELL  “Language, Andrea”. 

SIMON  Mum’s coming back.

MITCHELL  She’s not, Simon. Everyone’s lying except me. Mum isn’t 
coming back. Got it.

SIMON starts to cry. 

ANDREA  Great. 

MITCHELL  So what?

ANDREA  What do you mean, ‘So what?’.

MITCHELL  Someone has to tell him. Mum left. In the middle of the 
night. Am I supposed to lie?

ANDREA  It’s not a lie —

MITCHELL  Yes, it is. Not telling him about Mum is the same as lying. 
And lying’s bad. Isn’t it, Claire? Lies aren’t ‘nice’, are they?

CLAIRE  Go away. 

MITCHELL  ‘Go away’. 
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CLAIRE  Shut up! 

MITCHELL  ‘Shut up!’ 

CLAIRE  Fuck off!

MITCHELL  [laughing] Awwwww! ‘Don’t talk like that around Simon’!

CLAIRE  Shut up!

CLAIRE moves towards MITCHELL but he grabs her by 
the wrist.

MITCHELL  Or what? What are you going to do, Claire? 

CLAIRE  Let me go.

ANDREA  Mitch! 

MITCHELL  What?

He twists CLAIRE’s arm.

CLAIRE  Let me go. It hurts.

MITCHELL  [laughing] I’ve barely got you. 

ANDREA  Let her go, Mitch.

MITCHELL  I’ve barely got her. Look. I’m barely holding on.

He grips her harder.

CLAIRE  Stop it!

MITCHELL  Stop what? 

CLAIRE  Stop. 

MITCHELL  What? This?

He twists her arm around and laughs.

CLAIRE  Aaaahhh! 
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SIMON  Let her go!

MITCHELL  I’m not doing anything. Look. I could go so much 
harder. I could break her arm if I wanted to. Look.

He moves her around by twisting her arm.

CLAIRE  Aaahhh!

CLAIRE is in real pain. Andrea goes up behind 
MITCHELL and grabs him by the hair. He drops CLAIRE.

MITCHELL  Ah, fuck! Fuck off! Let me go! 

ANDREA  How do you like it?

MITCHELL Fuck off!

ANDREA shoves him away.

ANDREA  You’re a bully. You’re a stupid, dickhead bully, Mitch.

MITCHELL  Fuck off. 

SIMON  Dickhead. 

ANDREA  Simon. 

SIMON  Sorry.

ANDREA  If you ever touch her like that again — you listen to me, 
you ever touch her like that again I’ll hurt you, Ok? I’ll 
hurt you really bad.

MITCHELL  Whatever. 

ANDREA I will.

MITCHELL  I’ll hurt you back. 

ANDREA  Whatever.

MITCHELL  I’m going to wait until you’re asleep. And then I’m going 
to come into your room and fucking cut your throat.
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Silence.

ANDREA and MITCHELL stare at each other.

SIMON Claire?

CLAIRE’s breathing has grown erratic. She starts to shake.

  Claire?

ANDREA Shit, Claire. 

ANDREA holds CLAIRE. 

MITCHELL  Not again. 

ANDREA  Go away, Mitch.

MITCHELL  She’s faking. Spaz! 

ANDREA  Claire look at me.

CLAIRE keeps shaking. Her breathing getting more frantic.

  Claire. 

MITCHELL  Stop it! 

ANDREA  Mitch!

MITCHELL  Just stop it.

ANDREA  Shut up, Mitchell! 

MITCHELL  It’s just a spaz attack.

ANDREA  I got you. I got you, Claire. Just breathe. 

CLAIRE I … can’t … I … I …

ANDREA  It’s Ok. Just breathe with me. In for four, remember? 
And hold it. One … Two …

CLAIRE  I … sorry. 
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ANDREA  It’s Ok. One …

CLAIRE  … No … 

ANDREA  You’re Ok. 

CLAIRE  … Sor … ry …

ANDREA  It’s Ok. Try the list. Do the list.

MITCHELL This is so stupid.

ANDREA  You walk up the driveway and what do you see? 

CLAIRE  I …

ANDREA  What do you see?

MITCHELL  The house, Claire. You see the stupid house.

SIMON kicks MITCHELL in the shin.

 Ah! 

SIMON  Bully!

SIMON goes to CLAIRE.

  Do the list, Claire. 

CLAIRE  The …

SIMON Do the list.

ANDREA  Just like Mum showed you. Here we go. 

CLAIRE  The … the front door.

ANDREA  Good. Good. What else? 

CLAIRE  The … hallway / cupboard.

MITCHELL  You know, this is why Mum left.

CLAIRE cries.
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EIGHT 
MITCHELL  The thing is … This place is a financial strain on all of us, 

but only one person lives here.

CLAIRE  Right. I understand that.

MITCHELL  And we’re all incredibly grateful for what you’ve done with 
Dad. Keeping him here. Helping him. We know that’s been a 
lot of work for you. But we think now that he’s comfortable 
somewhere else it might be a good time to start …

ANDREA  Considering our options. 

CLAIRE  Ok.

SIMON  Do the list, Claire.

CLAIRE  What?

SIMON  Are you sure?

ANDREA  We wanted us all to be in town when we talked to you 
about it. We’ve been waiting for Simon to get home.

SIMON  Seems —

CLAIRE  / The front door.

ANDREA  No one’s kicking anyone out.

CLAIRE  The hallway cupboard. 

SIMON  Claire lives here. 

CLAIRE  The bathroom cabinet. 

MITCHELL  Sure.

SIMON It’s her home.

ANDREA  Coming, ready or not!
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MITCHELL  Can we please cool it with the sentimentality? 

SIMON  Ha!

CLAIRE  The sliding door out the back.

MITCHELL  This house was a wonderful place to grow up. But that’s it. 
We have all grown up. Haven’t we, Simon?

SIMON  /Don’t —

MITCHELL  At the end of the day, this place is a building where we 
stored our shit for a while. It’s served it’s purpose.

SIMON  Spoken like a true sociopath.

CLAIRE  / The fly screen being raked by one of the dogs. 

MITCHELL  Christ. I’m about to lose / my temper with you. 

ANDREA  Both of you —

SIMON  It’s true. 

MITCHELL  You — 

ANDREA  Claire.

CLAIRE  The cicadas in the summer.

SIMON  I don’t see why we have to rush this.

MITCHELL  This has been a long time coming, Simon. You just haven’t 
been around.

CLAIRE  The wind chimes in the winter.

SIMON  Dad’s only just gone into care. He could still come up here 
for the weekends or something.

MITCHELL  Wake up, / you little — 

ANDREA  Let her go, Mitchell! 
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SIMON  What?

MITCHELL  Dad’s not coming back.

ANDREA  / Christ.

CLAIRE  The side door catching even though its unlocked.

MITCHELL  It’s true! Everyone needs to wake up!

SIMON  You can’t count here, though.

MITCHELL  What the fuck do you know? You haven’t even seen him yet.

SIMON  I literally just got off a plane. 

MITCHELL  From your holiday.

ANDREA  / Calm down, Mitchell. 

SIMON  Aw, for …

MITCHELL  How was it? / Relaxing?

CLAIRE  The pool fence.

SIMON  This is just a fucking ambush.

MITCHELL  You’re such / a little shit. Try taking some responsibility for 
a change.

ANDREA  Simon. Don’t listen to him. Just —

CLAIRE  / The piano.

SIMON  You set all this up so no one else gets a say.

CLAIRE  / The piano.

MITCHELL  I would have brought it up a lot sooner if we were all in 
the country.

CLAIRE / The piano. 
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SIMON  Fuck you! 

ANDREA  / Great!

SIMON  You don’t get to use that every time / you feel like getting 
your way. This was supposed to be a civilised discussion.

MITCHELL starts moving over to CLAIRE quite quickly.

MITCHELL  I want to hear from Claire. Shut the fuck up, Simon. 
Hey, Spaz!

CLAIRE slaps MITCHELL. 

Silence. Nobody moves.

Eventually, MITCHELL might laugh.

He goes to leave.

CLAIRE Mitchell —

MITCHELL  You know, it takes all of us to keep this place. All of us. 
And I’m tired of being taken for a ride — being ganged 
up on — because people are too sentimental to do what’s 
practical. It’s a piece of property. That’s all.

  You know, Mum’s got money wrapped up here? And 
she’s never, not once, come after it, never expected it — 
anything. But when we sell she’ll … She’ll be entitled to her 
fair share. To a percentage. OK? Because as it turns out … 
she needs it. If I’m being honest. She needs it.

 [To CLAIRE] You’d know that if you talked to her.

He goes.

  [exiting] Nothing fucking changes.

Heavy silence.

CLAIRE looks at ANDREA and SIMON.
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NINE
CLAIRE  [barely audible] The coo-ee of some local kid calling 

down the valley. The front door. The Hallway cupboard. 
The bathroom cabinet. The sliding door out the back. The 
flyscreen being raked by one of the dogs …

ANDREA, MITCHELL and SIMON run on with wet boxes. 
There is a bit of distance between CLAIRE and the others.

ANDREA  Go go go go!

MITCHELL  Aw, man! I’m soaking! 

SIMON  Where do we put them?

ANDREA  Dad said just anywhere. Just get it from the truck into 
the house.

MITCHELL  But everything’ll get wet.

ANDREA  They need to make the truck lighter so they can pull it 
out of the mud. That’s what Andy and Rick said.

SIMON It’s cold in here.

ANDREA  We’ll start a fire when we’ve got everything into the house.

SIMON  I don’t want to live here if it’s cold. 

MITCHELL  It won’t be cold all the time, Simon. 

SIMON  I want to go home.

MITCHELL  This is home.

SIMON  No, it’s not. This isn’t where we sleep. 

MITCHELL  From tonight it is.

ANDREA  Come on. We need to help Mum and Dad.

SIMON  But it’s raining.
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ANDREA  It’s just a bit of water. You’ll be alright.

She leaves.

MITCHELL  This place is awesome!

MITCHELL leaves.

Beat. SIMON looks at CLAIRE.

SIMON  It’s too big.

CLAIRE  It’s not when you get everything in. 

SIMON  And it’s cold. And I don’t like my room. 

CLAIRE  Why not?

SIMON  I don’t like yellow.

CLAIRE  You can paint it. Ask Mum and Dad, once you’ve moved 
everything in. They’ll probably let you paint it any colour 
you want so it feels more like yours. How’s that sound?

Beat. SIMON doesn’t move.

SIMON  Are you staying here?

CLAIRE  Yeah. We all stay here. Andrea and Mitchell. And Dad …

SIMON  And Mum?

Pause. CLAIRE doesn’t know how to answer that.

SIMON  And Mum, Claire?

CLAIRE  Here.

CLAIRE puts gumboots on SIMON.

  Put these on if you’re going to jump in puddles instead 
of helping.
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SIMON  I’m helping. 

CLAIRE  I know. One shoe. 

SIMON  One shoe.

CLAIRE  Two shoe.

SIMON  Two shoe.

CLAIRE  Remember these are to keep your feet dry. You’re not 
supposed to fill them with water.

SIMON  Ok.

CLAIRE  That’s the opposite of what they’re supposed to do.

SIMON  Does Mum live here, Claire?

CLAIRE  For a bit, Simon. She stays for a little while but then she 
has to leave.

SIMON  Why?

CLAIRE  She doesn’t want to. She just … 

 Sometimes it …

 Sometimes people …

Beat. SIMON hands CLAIRE an unlit sparkler.

She stares at it. Simon kisses her on the cheek and 
moves away.
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TEN
CLAIRE lights a sparkler and writes her name in the air 
with it.

CLAIRE [softly] C — L — A — I — R — E.

She underlines it and sees that SIMON has entered.

SIMON  Still up?

CLAIRE  Found this in the hall cupboard.

SIMON  Got another? 

CLAIRE  Last one.

They watch it burn down.

Just before it goes out CLAIRE pretends to throw the 
sparkler in the air.

SIMON  [mock gasps] It was you.

CLAIRE mock gasps as well.

  You were always trying to burn our house down. 

CLAIRE  Not really our house anymore, is it?

Beat.

  You heard Mitch. It’s happening. He’s been doing this 
place up. Slowly getting everything ready. Like I wouldn’t 
notice what he was doing.

SIMON  Why didn’t you say something? 

CLAIRE  Coming, ready or not, isn’t it? 

SIMON sits with CLAIRE.
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SIMON  It is going to be weird. When it happens. Not having this 
place to come back to. Not having … I don’t know … 
An anchor.

CLAIRE  [to herself] An anchor.

Beat.

  Remember the day we moved in? The rain? The truck 
getting bogged in the driveway?

SIMON  Sort of. Bit and pieces, you know? 

CLAIRE  Do you remember how you felt? 

SIMON  Not really.

CLAIRE  You didn’t like it.

SIMON  Really? 

CLAIRE  Mm.

SIMON  Well. [Irish or German accent] “Memory’s a right 
fucker sometimes”.

Pause.

CLAIRE  It is just a building, Simon. 

 It’s just bricks. And an empty pool. 

SIMON  Yeah, but —

CLAIRE  That’s it. It’s true. No one … No one lives here anymore.

 I think I thought that one day, we’d all… Mum and Dad 
as well, all of us… I thought we needed to hang on to this 
place for when we needed it again. For when we were 
kids. Again. I thought that somehow, my childhood was 
going to come back.
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 But you left. Didn’t you? Everyone did. Starting with Mum. 
In the middle of the night.

 I don’t know how she did it … How you all just … Go. 
Run off and have an amazing adventure and start a 
family and become a new person — I don’t know how to 
do that.

 But I also can’t remember the last time I tried something 
new, you know? Gained something rather than just … just 
tried to hang on.

SIMON  I went on a Kon Tiki Tour.

Pause. She looks at him.

  I went on a couple. They were … awful.

They laugh together.

CLAIRE You…

SIMON  I know. I know. When people ask about travelling, you’re 
supposed to have all these stories about roughing it through 
failed Soviet States and getting mugged somewhere like 
Morocco, but I didn’t do half the shit I said I did.

 I didn’t go to Zanzibar. Zanzi-Bar is a club in Barcelona. 
Which sells postcards, obviously. And it’s true — I met 
a girl there and didn’t do the Comino because I wanted 
to spend more time with her and yes, it was a complete 
disaster, but … I didn’t … go to Africa. If Andrea 
checked the stamp on the postcard she could have 
figured that out.

 Dad got sick … I went to class one day and my tutor started 
going on about travel and perspective and pilgrimages …

 So I ran. And for the better part of a year I was scared. And 
when I wasn’t scared I was lonely.
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CLAIRE  It’s ok. 

SIMON  I’m sorry. 

Pause.

SIMON  You want to know where my favourite place was? Really.

CLAIRE  Sure. 

SIMON  London. 

CLAIRE  Big Ben? 

SIMON  Sure.

CLAIRE  Buckingham Palace?

Beat.

SIMON  In the tube — that’s what they call the train system, in 
London …

CLAIRE deadpans him. SIMON smiles.

  … some of the stations are really old. The first ones opened 
in 1863. (Little useless fact for you).

 And the tunnels that the trains travel through are barely 
big enough for them to fit. Its like only a couple of inches 
spare at the top — looks like it anyway and so all this air 
just gets pushed ahead of the train and before you see 
the light coming up, before you hear anything, you get 
this wind. A breeze, and then this wind. Bringing the 
whole world right to you.

 And the locals are all used to it. To them its completely 
mundane, they just step towards the platform before 
they’ve even heard or seen anything.

  It’s a normal, everyday thing but to me it was brand new. 
And I thought about how this magical little detail — how it 
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had been here for every day of my life. While I’d been growing 
up and playing games and going to school and dealing with 
Mum and Dad — through everything, this thing had been 
here, waiting for me. Waiting for me to find it.

CLAIRE The Wind in the Underground.

SIMON  Thinking about using that as the title of my autobiography.

Beat.

CLAIRE  That sounds like a book / about farts. 

SIMON  About farts. Yeah.

CLAIRE laughs.

CLAIRE  I don’t know what I’m going to do, Simon. 

SIMON  I know. I can’t wait to hear about it. 

Pause.

CLAIRE  Take care of Dad.

SIMON  Call Mum. 

CLAIRE nods. 

CLAIRE  Deal. 
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ELEVEN
ANDREA, MITCHELL and SIMON pack the set into boxes 
during this scene. CLAIRE packs her backpack.

SIMON  I live in a house with my Mum and my Dad and sisters and 
my brother.

ANDREA  It’s a big house. It’s old.

MITCHELL  There’s bush around it. And a creek and cliffs. And heaps 
of places to run around and hide and play.

SIMON  My biggest sister is Andrea. She’s really smart and she 
looks after us when Mum and Dad have to work.

MITCHELL I’m the oldest boy. The first-born son.

ANDREA  That’s not a thing anymore.

CLAIRE has the backpack on. She is facing out, not looking 
at her siblings, in the same position as the PROLOGUE.

MITCHELL  And there’s Claire.

SIMON  She’s older than me but not the others. She can be quiet 
sometimes but other times she’s fun.

CLAIRE  Sometimes it’s nice to be quiet.

ANDREA  When Mum and Dad are out and I have to look after 
everyone, we mainly play / games.

SIMON  Hide and Seek!

ANDREA  Hide and — yep. Who’s It? 

SIMON  Claire!

CLAIRE  Why me?

MITCHELL  Because no one can ever find you. 
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SIMON  You can’t count here, though.

CLAIRE  Why not.

SIMON  You have to go away. 

CLAIRE  Why?

SIMON  So you can come back.

Pause.

  You have to go away so you can come back.

EPILOGUE
SIMON hands CLAIRE her passport and plane ticket.

SIMON  The front door.

CLAIRE  The hallway cupboard. 

SIMON  The bathroom cabinet.

CLAIRE  The sliding door out the back.

SIMON  The fly screen being raked by one of the dogs. 

CLAIRE  The cicadas in the summer.

SIMON  The wind chimes in winter.

CLAIRE  The side door catching even though it’s unlocked. 

SIMON  The pool fence.

CLAIRE  The piano.

SIMON  The coo-ee of some local kid calling down the valley.
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CLAIRE  The wind in the underground.

Beat.

  The wind. In the fucking underground. 

SIMON  Um-mah.

They look at each other. 

CLAIRE tags SIMON. 

CLAIRE  It.

She begins her journey. 

End.
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